The office of intercultural student engagement is proud to present the 2021 recipients of

The 35th Annual Dr. Seth Spellman Jr. Awards

The Spellman Awards recognize the accomplishments of undergraduates of African, Latinx, Asian, Pacific Islander, and Native American descent in the areas of academic achievement, community service, and leadership.
35TH ANNUAL
DR. SETH SPELLMAN JR. AWARD FOR TOP ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Nadine Al Annabi
  Zarib Alam
  Camila Ardila
  Labika Baral
  Jillian Benedict
  Randy Cardenas
  Danielle Chan
  Joshua Chandler
  Matt Charles
  Joshua Cho
  Nico De Vita
  Lila Gneiting
  Naomi Henry
  Justice June
  Rowan Keyes
  Andrew Luciano
  Daniel Machado
    Kiki Mantz
    Luke Morello
    Niara Nichols
  Jivan Ramjisingh
  Catherine Ramos
  Maggie Roosa
  Kayleigh Ross
  Joshua Salandy
  Charles Shoderu
    Zaina Siraj
    Kevin Thomas
    Cami Tran
  Ian Tschang
  Dante Watts
  Tamia Wellington
  Vanessa Wilkins
  Justin Yanqui
  Jaci Yong
Dr. Seth Spellman, Jr. Award for Distinguished Leadership

Lynne Gbadamosi
Milani Hendrickson
Isaiah James
Ibirayo Otusile
Britney Roache
Nguyen Tran
Monique Wade

Dr. Seth Spellman Jr. Award for Distinguished QTPOC Leadership

Simone Hassan-Bey
35TH ANNUAL
DR. SETH SPELLMAN JR. AWARDS

Dr. Seth Spellman, Jr. NIA Scholar Award

Abdoullah Goudiaby
Christine Rice
Chung Tran
Kathryn Valera

Dr. Seth Spellman, Jr. Award for Outstanding Community Service

Jahnavi Bonagiri
Chevonesse Chushnie
Amanda Greene
Brandon Kayemba
Derek Valladares